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Date: Thu, 10/20/2011 10:57:46 PM
Subject: ESEA Update

The Senate moved the ESEA bill out of the committee with a vote of 15-7 vote. Republicans Mike Enzi, Mark Kirk, and
Lamar Alexander voted with the Democrats.
 
Summary of passed amendments are below.  One of interest – Sen. Alexander introduced an amendment which adds a
seventh turnaround model which allows states to decide on their own turnaround strategy, subject to the Department
of Education approval.  
 
Summary of major passed amendments:

·         Sen. Lisa Murkowski amendment which exempts Native American teachers from highly-qualified requirements.
·         Sen.  Patty Murray, amendment which asks for a cross-tabulation of data collected on student achievement. It

isn’t a new data collection requirement for schools, but essentially is a new reporting requirement. 
·         An amendment from Sen. Kay Hagan that requires principals in turnaround schools must be experienced or

trained in turnaround reforms. Money would also be set aside for professional development for this purpose.  
·         Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt.’s amendment would expand tracking students at risk for dropping out from eighth to

ninth grade. 
·         Sen. Paul submitted a symbolic memo to “end NCLB.”  The amendment was defeated 17-3. Sen. Richard Burr, R-

N.C., who came out against the committee process on Wednesday, voted with Paul.



·         Sen. Al Franken’s amendment that requires computer-adaptive tests to replace current written assessments. 
Unclear what this would mean for the RttT Assessment groups.

·         Sen. Lamar Alexander’s amendment which adds a seventh turnaround model which allows states to decide on
their own turnaround strategy, subject to the Department of Education approval.

·         An amendment from Sen. Lisa Murkowski that allows rural schools to fulfill highly qualified requirements
through distance learning. 

·         Sen. Richard Blumenthal’s amendment requires schools to report students who are two years in age older or
younger than their grade level.

·         Sen. Jeff Bingaman introduced an amendment that reauthorizes the state educational technology grant
program. 

·         Sen. Alexander’s amendment that gives students in the lowest 5% performing schools the option to transfer to
another school.

·         Sen. Bennet’s GREAT Act, which calls for more accountability of teacher preparation programs through the
collection of data of their graduates.

·         Sen. Robert Casey’s  amendment called the “Well-Rounded Education Amendment” which “encourages arts,
foreign language, music, environmental and other classes in grades 6 to 12.”

·         Sen. Bennet’s amendment that establishes ARAP-ED to provide high-risk, high-reward research funding (similar
to DARPA and ARPA-E).

 


